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 It emphasizes an easy approach to food preparation, without complicated measurements or
methods.from weaning and introducing solids to packing lunches and serving up party foods for
older children.More than a cookbook, this indispensable kitchen companion not only offers
delicious quality recipes for each day of the entire year, but also contains a wealth of
information on kid nutrition&#151; Most important of most, there’  Useful tips accompany the
dishes, including methods for promoting healthy eating habits that support brain advancement
and a strong immune program.s a multitude of recipes for every stage of childhood
advancement, filled with 50 "first food" dishes, 7-day food planners, and appear snack ideas.
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 The recipe ideas are simple and easy with lots of colorful pictures. This appears very attractive
and has A lot of recipes!." wanting to be picked up!.the sections are spilt into age ranges..my
baby is 16mths and his age group has by far minimal amount of recipes. That is my second one
as a giftyet when i viewed the menu planner, it contains many recipes from the 3-5
generation..so- which section carry out i pick from!?The other problem is that so many of the
recipes take 45 minutes plus to get ready and cook and i simply do not have enough time and
energy especially with a toddler hanging off my leg shouting, " Mummy, HOLD!.Up to now, we
have made a very important factor in the last 14 days also to be honest, there are therefore
many items in here, i just don't know where to start. Not to mention, I was feeling guilty about all
of the frozen foods. I also do not like the quantity of sugar that is used in almost all of the
desserts, i have used Annabel Karmel books ahead of this and adored them so will contact it
quits on this book and order another of hers.All the best Master Chefs!! I am so sick of chicken
fingers, french fries, grilled cheese and seafood sticks. If you are used to cooking elaborate 3
course meals every night for yourself then you will probably love this book. Not worth the buy I
would skip this reserve if you're limited on time like I am. A few of it is common sense, but the
explanations are great none the less. GREAT reserve for a new family My girl is a vegetarian and
in to the 'natural' world which book is wonderful. But you really can't tell how fantastic this
reserve is until you get it. The book begins with an informational chapter about initial foods, and
the types of nutrition that are essential for growing infants.Finally, I found this recipe book.After
that, all of those other chapters are broken out by stages. So the first stage enters 1st foods
(oatmeals, and other pureed foods). I skipped right forward to the self feeding stage.Mind
boggling! Each recipe contains prep and cooking moments, and also symbols that reveal
vegetarian meals, recipes made out of peanuts, and other tips.The first lunch time I served was
hummos on toasted pita with chopped up red peppers (chopped really tiny). My boy ate it up
like he'd been starving for times! Better for toddlers This has very nice recipes for babies over
9-12 months. We haven't had chicken fingers in days! We've a massive repertoire of veggie
burgers, ground lamb, taboule.. Nevertheless, it is hard to navigate. I didn't like the method the
book was organized. Great recipe ideas, but you can honestly find them on the internet.I'll
definitely give this as a gift to many new moms I understand! Lots of great quality recipes! And
thanks to the writer! I've since tried other foods. I currently have a 7 month outdated and haven't
utilized it an excessive amount of yet, I prefer some other recipe books for her at the moment
(some will say it's useless to get recipe books for infants as every one of them just say
"steam/boil, puree" but I'm not creative and those baby recipe books possess helped me) -- but
non-etheless I'm looking towards using this when my little one is a little old. My sister provides
it and used it for right now-4 yr outdated and is also using it for her 1 year aged, and incredibly
much likes it. Recipe book Bought this for my child and my grandson so that they would have
some better meal choices than hot dogs and chicken nuggets! Five Stars Lots of fun options to
try Lots of great recipes!But with this publication it makes it a lot easier than trying to think
about meal ideas on your own when your kid is screaming! I got searched online and on
parenting websites and chat rooms for any ideas on meals that might be healthy, quick to make,
and attractive to both infants and adults (making 2 separate meals each night was a drain
promptly). the list goes on and on. Okay for toddlers. I've picky eaters Five Stars Love this
publication... Not a match for all of us and kind of a waste materials of money in my opinion.
Some quality recipes are easy but others need one hour to 1 1 hour in 45 minutes. As an
operating mother, time is quite precious. It seemed unusual if you ask me to spend one hour and
45 moments cooking something (although 30 minutes of prep period) for foods for a toddler



and need to cook another one hour for the adults. I was looking for easy, healthful and
interesting recipes, but instead got (tuna salad, homemade chicken fingers, hummus and bread).
Challenging great reviews of this publication and the title as "easy", this might be considered a
great cookbook for my 17-month old. I was grateful for the "search inside" function so that I
could browse the index at the recipe titles. We all love it. The thing I observed first was that it
really gives a lot of various choices including items that a person may not typically think to feed
to a baby. Ideal for fresh ideas So many fun new ideas love it! Great Ideas for quick meals My 1
year old is needs to move away from baby meals and eat primarily desk food. Five Stars in use
thanks One Star no pictures Never used it I haven't used this recipe book once! I was longing for
better and less difficult recipes..I guess the point is that it doesn't work unless you use it and you
need to actually sit back and plan your meals. What I like concerning this book is ... 5 stars! What
I like about this book is that we now have a number of foods that perform and do not contain
spices....
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